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Does Calcium Supplementation Increase the Risk of MI? 
 
 
Clinical Question:  Does calcium (Ca+) supplementation 
contribute to increased risk of myocardial infarction (MI) 
and other cardiovascular disease (CVD)?  
 
 
 

 
Evidence: 

Two 2010 systematic reviews had differing conclusions: 
• First: 17 studies (8 Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs)), comparing Vitamin D, Ca+ 

or both versus placebo1   
o 3 RCTs (3861 patients) compared calcium to placebo: No statistical difference 

in CVD, Relative Risk (RR) 1.14 (0.92–1.41) 
 MI not specifically reported 

o Concern: Exclusion criteria eliminated relevant studies, small sample size and 
no analysis of different outcomes 

• Second: 15 RCTs, Ca+ supplementation (≥500mg/day) versus placebo (or Ca+ and 
Vitamin D versus Vitamin D alone)2  

o 11 RCTs reported CVD outcomes   
 Only one CVD outcome reached statistical significance. 
 Ca+ increased MI in 6 RCTs (10,230 patients) reporting MI; RR 

1.27 (1.01 – 1.59)    
• Absolute risk was <1% and Number Needed to Harm (NNH) 

for one MI was 135 to 211 over 4 years. 
• Approximately 98% of patients randomized to Ca+ took 

≥1000mg. 
 Authors report a more impressive NNH for MI of 69 over 5 years 

based on 4 trials. 
o Concern: Over-interpretation of data, including calculating NNH for non-

statistical significant outcomes.   
 

 
Context:  

• No RCT of Ca+ supplementation was designed to assess CVD outcomes1,2   
o These meta-analyses1,2 represent post hoc analyses of secondary or 

unplanned outcomes, possibly inadequately reported.  
 Example, in one study the risk of MI went from 2.12 to 1.49 once 

events missed were added from national databases.3   
o However, trends towards increased risk of MI2 or CVD1 were consistent across 

most studies.  
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• Trials of both Ca+ and Vitamin D supplementation do not suggest CVD harm.1,4 
• Ca+ (88% with Vitamin D) reduces fracture (any type), NNT 63 x 3.5 years5   

o Ca+ alone just failed to reach statistical significance. 
o Other studies suggest Ca+ alone does not reduce non-vertebral fracture and 

may actually increase hip fracture.6,7 
 

Bottom-line: The present evidence suggests that calcium supplementation, 
particularly ≥1000mg/day, may lead to an increase risk of MI. This evidence is 
poor and the risk, if present, is likely <1%.  
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